https://www.sandhillprimary.org.uk/parent-information/school-closures-home-learning/power-of-reading/year-1-power-of-reading/

ILLUSTRATE IT: Read aloud the words on the page
Tuesday: Fact families - linking addition and
subtraction

Monday: Partwhole
relationships
number bonds

Wednesday:Lesson 3 - Add together and find a part

EXPLORE IT:
Thursday: Add
more and
count on
within 20

Look at the
picture and
read the
words.
What do you
think has
happened?

https://www.sandhillprimary.org.uk/parent-information/school-closureshome-learning/home-learning-year-1/

Monday: Learn
the names of the
5 oceans of the
world… this song
might help.
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=X6BE4V
cYngQ

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-5280-sea-turtle-lifecycle-powerpoint

TALK ABOUT IT: What does it mean to be lost?
How might Beegu be feeling?

CREATE IT: Write
a guide to Earth
for Beegu
including the top
5 things that you
think are special
about Earth.

IMAGINE IT: Create a friend for Beegu.

Tuesday: Create a picture of an under water
scene.

Wednesday: Find out about the life cycle of a
sea turtle. Draw and label the life cycle.

again, ‘Beegu was not supposed to be here. She
was lost.’ Can you try to imagine the world where
Beegu comes from and draw it?

Friday: Make
a save our
oceans
poster to try
and prevent
plastic
pollution.

Thursday: Raid the recycling and get crafty! You could make anything
you can imagine!

Monday:
Write an
acrostic
poem using
Stanley or
one of the
sea
creatures.

Tuesday: Write a fact sheet about why ‘Plastic
doesn’t belong in the sea’.

Wednesday: Write a sentence to show how the
turtle would be feeling when it swallowed the
Stanley, the plastic bag.

Friday: Review
the book.
What did you
like?
What did you
dislike?
Describe the
main character
Stanley.

Thursday: Make a poster that explains what you can do to stop plastic
pollution.

PHONICS: Every day - Watch the Read Write Inc phonics videos on YouTube. If you aren't sure which video your child needs to watch, get in touch and your class teacher

will help.

